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HOBART presents new glasswasher and dishwasher models  

 

 INTERGASTRA & INTERNORGA 2018: Live presentation of the new 

undercounter dishwashers   

 

 Intelligent network: Use the HOBART WASHSMART app to call up the status 

of your new machines at any time  

 

Offenburg – New display with touch screen, unbeatable drying result, 

warewashing 4.0 with the WASHSMART app: The new features of the enhanced 

glasswashers and dishwashers by HOBART convince. True to the motto "WORK 

SMART, NOT HARD", the machines combine extremely low operating costs with 

impressive operator comfort to make daily cleaning as easy as possible. Short 

washing times, guaranteed cleaning results, as well as low water, energy, and 

chemical consumption complement the overall picture. 

 

The TOP-DRY drying ensures a perfect drying result without the need for manual 

drying and polishing. Eliminating the escape of steam during washing, drying and 

opening the dishwasher, the machine feature VAPOSTOP² ensures an agreeable 

room climate. The front of the generation 2018 undercounter models is 

characterised by their new contemporary design. The VISIOTRONIC-TOUCH 

control provides a touch display as well as the time-proven single-button control.  

 

HOBART WASHSMART app 

The HOBART WASHSMART app allows you to call up comprehensive 

information on the status of the new glasswashers and dishwashers at the push 

of a button. Among other features, the app informs the end customer well in 

advance of due maintenance dates or chemical consumption and displays any 

system messages. Based on this data, the user can avoid standstill, re-order 

consumables directly via the app, and provide first information to the service 

technician in advance. Meanwhile, the user can resort to the troubleshooting 

advice in the app to remedy minor malfunctions themselves. If the problem still 
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cannot be solved, the customer contacts the HOBART customer service or a 

qualified service partner directly via the app. 

 

The new C-Line – economical yet with premium wash results  

With the enhanced rack-type dishwashers which were presented recently, 

HOBART offers its customers several meaningful improvements for more 

efficiency, economy, easier handling, and even better drying results. Additionally, 

there is the automatic self-cleaning programme as well as the innovative RACK-

FLOW sensor system, which doubles the number of racks which can be cleaned 

consecutively in one-man operation. In addition to being highly reliable and 

delivering perfect wash results, the new dishwashers are intelligent. The smart 

machines detect empty sections or different types of wash ware and 

automatically adapt to the respective situation. This saves operating costs and 

valuable resources.  

 

The perfect solution for all sectors of the industry 

At the international trade fairs INTERGASTRA in Stuttgart and INTERNORGA in 

Hamburg, HOBART presents its wide range of kitchen equipment which make 

the daily work easier, more economical and environmentally friendly. The product 

portfolio covers all areas of kitchen work, from intelligent warewashing technology 

to reliable convection steamers.  

 

 

Exhibition information: 

 INTERGASTRA:  

- Kitchen technology: Hall 5A / stand 11 

 

 INTERNORGA:  

- Kitchen technology: Hall A4 / stand 209 

- Bakery technology: Hall B6 / stand 214   
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For more information about HOBART please visit www.hobart-export.com 

 

 

Contact for press inquiries: 

HOBART GmbH 

Press department  

Phone +49 (0) 781 600-11 82   

E-mail: press@hobart-export.com  

 

 

On HOBART: 

Based in Offenburg, Germany, HOBART leads the world market in commercial 

warewashing technology. We serve customers such as hotels, restaurants and 

caterer, bakeries and butcheries as well as supermarkets, airlines, cruise ships, 

automotive suppliers, research centres and pharmaceutical companies across 

the world. HOBART develops, produces and sells warewashing and cleaning, 

cooking, food preparation and waste treatment appliances and systems, and 

employs around 6,900 staff members across the world, 1.000 of them in 

Germany. HOBART is a subsidiary of the US Illinois Tool Works (ITW) Group, 

which manufactures and sells a variety of products; the group has a staff of 

51,000 employees in 800 autonomous companies in 56 countries. 

 

 

Follow us on: 

 

 

 

Facebook  Youtube 

 

https://www.facebook.com/HOBARTDeutschland/?fref=ts
https://www.youtube.com/user/HOBARTGmbH
http://www.hobart-export.com/
mailto:press@hobart-export.com
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